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When that research paper comes due and you’ve forgotten your style manual, get the guidance
you need quickly with the Chicago Manual of Style QuickStudy® guide. Based on the 16th
edition of CMS, this handy, easy-to-carry three-panel guide contains the information you need
for writing academic papers to CMS specifications, pared down to the essentials, including
common, real-world sample references for both CMS citation formats so that you can be sure
you are giving appropriate credit where credit is due.

From the Inside FlapFor all regular and special education teachers in grades 4 and up, here is a
ready-to-use activities program combining whole language concepts and phonics strategies to
teach students with spelling difficulties how to spell by recognizing patterns and consistencies
rather than memorizing hundreds of isolated words. Included are step-by-step instructions for
utilizing the program followed by 40 sequential lessons covering Sounds, Syllables, Word
Building, Rules and Generalizations accompanied by diagnostic tools, word lists, and 200
reproducible activity sheets.For easy use, all program materials are printed in a big 8 ¼ * 11" lay-
flat binding that folds flat for photocopying and all lessons follow the same familiar format:
Getting Started: To begin the lesson, students draw on their prior knowledge, discuss what
they've learned in previous lessons, and write their observations in a notebook. Introducing New
Information: The teacher creates situations in which students actively acquire new information.
Practicing with Individual Words: After reviewing word lists demonstrating a new pattern, rule or
generalization, students write individual words and self-correct any mistakes. Practicing Spelling
in Context: Using the new patterns they've learned to spell, students begin to write meaningful
sentences. Reinforcing Activities: Students select any activity, such as "Syllable Rummy" or
working with a popular literature selection that reinforces the lesson. Extra Interesting Facts:
Little-known facts about words and expressions, such as the origin of hamburger and "It's
Raining cats and dogs," spark students' curiosity about our language. Plus 5 Ready-to-Use
Worksheets: Including&*Finish It! An exercise in which students select the right words to
complete 10 sentences. *Categories Game: A game that builds students' confidence and logical
thinking skills as they locate the correct categories for newly learned words. *Look It Up! A
dictionary usage activity in which students look up common and uncommon words working at
their own pace. *List It! An easy, enjoyable exercise that prepares students for "real" writing.
*Write On! A writing activity featuring tall tales, poetry, TV ads and more that develops students'
expository and creative writing and spelling skills. In short, Spelling Smart! Gives you a unique
and proven program to develop competency in students who have experienced repeated failure
in learning to spell. Once you guide them through the first lessons of this program, they will gain
confidence, begin to succeed, and demand more challenge!From the Back CoverFor all regular



and special education teachers in grades 4 and up, here is a ready-to-use activities program
combining whole language concepts and phonics strategies to teach students with spelling
difficulties how to spell by recognizing patterns and consistencies rather than memorizing
hundreds of isolated words. Included are step-by-step instructions for utilizing the program
followed by 40 sequential lessons covering Sounds, Syllables, Word Building, Rules and
Generalizations accompanied by diagnostic tools, word lists, and 200 reproducible activity
sheets.For easy use, all program materials are printed in a big 8 ¼ * 11" lay-flat binding that folds
flat for photocopying and all lessons follow the same familiar format: Getting Started: To begin
the lesson, students draw on their prior knowledge, discuss what they've learned in previous
lessons, and write their observations in a notebook. Introducing New Information: The teacher
creates situations in which students actively acquire new information. Practicing with Individual
Words: After reviewing word lists demonstrating a new pattern, rule or generalization, students
write individual words and self-correct any mistakes. Practicing Spelling in Context: Using the
new patterns they've learned to spell, students begin to write meaningful sentences. Reinforcing
Activities: Students select any activity, such as "Syllable Rummy" or working with a popular
literature selection that reinforces the lesson. Extra Interesting Facts: Little-known facts about
words and expressions, such as the origin of hamburger and "It's Raining cats and dogs," spark
students' curiosity about our language. Plus 5 Ready-to-Use Worksheets: Including&*Finish It!
An exercise in which students select the right words to complete 10 sentences. *Categories
Game: A game that builds students' confidence and logical thinking skills as they locate the
correct categories for newly learned words. *Look It Up! A dictionary usage activity in which
students look up common and uncommon words working at their own pace. *List It! An easy,
enjoyable exercise that prepares students for "real" writing. *Write On! A writing activity featuring
tall tales, poetry, TV ads and more that develops students' expository and creative writing and
spelling skills. In short, Spelling Smart! Gives you a unique and proven program to develop
competency in students who have experienced repeated failure in learning to spell. Once you
guide them through the first lessons of this program, they will gain confidence, begin to succeed,
and demand more challenge!About the AuthorCynthia M. Stowe is a certified classroom
teacher, special education teacher, and school psychologist who has worked with children of all
ages as well as adults. In addition, she also writes children's novels, including Sweet Home,
Good-Bye (scholastic), Dear Mom, in Ohio for a Year (Scholastic), and Not-So-Normal Norman
(Albert Whitman & Company).Read more
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  This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited.

The Chicago Manual of Style, 17th Edition The Best Punctuation Book, Period: A
Comprehensive Guide for Every Writer, Editor, Student, and Businessperson The Subversive
Copy Editor, Second Edition: Advice from Chicago (or, How to Negotiate Good Relationships
with Your Writers, Your Colleagues, and ... Guides to Writing, Editing, and Publishing) The Blue
Book of Grammar and Punctuation: An Easy-to-Use Guide with Clear Rules, Real-World
Examples, and Reproducible Quizzes
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OliviaOnline, “Yes, I should know all this by now but .... I have to switch between AP and Chicago
style all the time for work and yes, I should know all this by now but I like to double and triple-
check. This sits on my desk and gets spilled on and folded and smushed in with all the other
papers, and I can't see any wear and tear on it yet. Very happy with this purchse.”

ChelseaH1974, “A great resource. I use this almost daily! As a grad student who is writing my
thesis I refer to this almost daily. It has just about everything you will ever need to find about
Chicago Manual of Style. It is in my thesis binder and always with me. I no longer have to lug
around the huge volume book of the 17th edition.”

BillJ, “Handy reference guide.. Like everything about it. Size; fold out. I just need my reading
glasses for some of the print. It is information dense.”

Masaling, “Useful but .... Pros:As you probably know, the actual book of the Chicago Manual of
Style (CMOS) is HUGE (over 1,000 pages). So, it's not always easy to find information you need
and it's always hard to find it quickly. This 6 page (3 pages double-sided) "cheatsheet" allows us
to locate essential information quickly.Cons:My complaint is that about one page worth of space
is "wasted" on information that is not specific to the CMOS. The section on "Tricky Words"
explains common word usage errors (e.g., affect vs. effect). I'm sure it could be helpful for some
people, but it's not specific to the CMOS. I think a half of a page for this kind of information is a
waste in a 6 page reference guide. There's another section "An Introduction to Grammar," where
the author explains different types of nouns (e.g., count noun vs. mass noun). 1/3 of a page
"wasted" in my opinion.”

Kathy Otten, “Handy, easy to grab for use multiple times a day.. I'm an author and a book coach.
Having this easy, flip through guide of the most frequently used tips right next to my dictionary
and thesaurus saves me so much time every day.”

NINA, “Life Saver. I have been working on a large project that has involved using Chicago Style
notation in Internet code for an entire web site. I was struggling with citations and the
bibliography, because it has been over 12 years since I have had to think about bibliographies, I
had to keep track of bibliographic details at the same time that I had to keep track of internet
code, both of which weigh heavily on puncuation, and the whole time I was teaching myself
CSS and HTML. Without this cheat sheet, I could not have come close to completing my
project.  This reference guide has faults, but it is the only one I could find.  That is all that matters.”

Armi, “Great quick study guide. I’m a lawyer and I have to do quite a bit of writing. I still struggle
with capitalization rules and some grammatical rules, and really like having this as a resource to



make sure I am doing things correctly. I’ve also found this is a great resource for formatting and
setting up your legal brief or manuscript to read easily.The lamination is thick and it is sturdy. I
have put it in my backpack and subjected it to pretty heavy use, and have not had any issues
with it creasing.If you are looking for a quick resource for your writing I would recommend this”

Christian Lee, “Handy Reference for Work. I haven't yet enrolled in the online CMOS course, so I
didn't buy this as a study guide. I bought it because I am actively working on a developmental
editing gig for a company that uses CMOS combined with a house style guide. This Quick Study
has come in handy as a reference and a working checklist. So it's useful beyond being a study
guide.”

Rainbow Dash, “... did think it was a poster but its even better than that. I didn't read the
description properly so did think it was a poster but its even better than that! It's a small
laminated guide that has a punch hole at the top (which I use to hang it on my pin board) and
has several sides. The guide is concise and extremely helpful to grab at a moments notice. I
didn't really want to sit at my desk with a book or an online guide, I wanted to be able to have it to
hand. It handily fits in my macbook case for when I want to write out and about at a coffee shop
for example.I would say, reading a full on guide like a book is the best thing but then to have this
as a reference is amazing”

Apollo, “Great little guide. Love my little guide. Has a great section on commonly misused words
- very handy to have hanging around on my writing desk. Wish it was a little larger print as i have
to find my glasses every time i want to refer to something.”

Rose, “This little guide is concise and so useful, including the most common queries you might
have. This little guide is concise and so useful, including the most common queries you might
have. I am really pleased I bought it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “excellent SHORT guide. its shortcomings are only due to its brevity for
otherwise it's an excellent brief guide and i will recommend it to others as well”

Andrew Mc, “Perfectly formatted for quick reference and sturdy!. Perfect format for quick
reference. I got it for a family member who is a copy editor and proof-reader and it has their
stamp of approval with a 5 star rating.”

The book by Inc. BarCharts has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,105 people have provided feedback.
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